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Malls Report Higher Conversion
& Revival Rates in 2021
The year 2021, marks another successful yet demanding
year for the shopping centre industry. In comparison
to 2020, the year was fully under the inﬂuence and
threat of the pandemic. Shopping centres became
Omnichannel and included digital innovations in their
portfolio. Yes, malls becoming phygital has become a
reality in India. Every mall took decisive steps in raising
their digital and innovations bar. Mall developers also
embraced feedback more and more from the retailers
on how the current shopping centres need to embrace
the phygital element, as well as their inputs for all future
shopping centre developments.
Yet again the festival season turned out to be
a saviour for the shopping centres and the mall
developers in 2021 as well. Most malls reached the 100
per cent recovery mark during this season. The opening
of cinema and multiplexes in the later half turned out
to be another huge achievement. Fortunately, while the
beginning of the year posed a setback for the Indian
economy, the end saw a lift in business and revenues,
indicating a new hope, a new dawn and a new vision for
the industry in the new year.
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2021 also turned out to be a good year for us, as we
conducted two ﬂagship on ground events this year.
Shopping Centres Next (Goa) in September, followed
by Phygital Retail Convention (Mumbai) in November
turned out to be another milestone in the IMAGES
journey.
In this ﬁnal edition of the year, we bring you a yearend feature on the key achievements and highlights
done by the shopping centres pan India. The cover
story revolves around how malls celebrated the festival
season with high spirits, with COVID safety measures,
marking the revival of the footfalls and revenue.
We also welcome 2022 and pray that it brings
with it a new hope - aside from new concepts,
technologies and innovations for the
shopping mall industry, globally and in
India. Happy New year in advance!
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[NATIONAL NEWSMAKERS]

Mall Developers
Announce New
Projects and
Acquisition
Shopping mall owners are bullish about growth
prospects of India’s retail sector despite the
disruption and will continue to build new projects
as well as look for acquisition to expand their
businesses, according to major industry players…
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

Select CITYWALK and Charge City Energise Shopping for
Electric Vehicle Owners in Delhi NCR
Select
CITYWALK,
has
partnered with Charge City to
install electric vehicle charging
stations in its vast premises. With
this move, the shopping centre in
Saket is looking to support India’s
shift to electric mobility and offer
customers the facility of charging
their electric vehicles as they shop,
watch a movie or dine.
Charge City, a Delhi-based
EV charging start-up, has tie-ups
with global EV charging solution
providers. The company will be
the charging solution provider to
the Select CITYWALK in Saket.
These electric vehicle charging
stations will be installed and
operated by Charge City.
Yogeshwar Sharma, Executive
Director, and CEO, Select
Infrastructure Pvt Ltd. commented
on this “As India gets on the EV
revolution, there is a great need
for safe, reliable and accessible
charging points across the country.
Government of India guidelines
are to enable the country for EV
with more than 100 stations by
2023, and as a responsible public
space, we intend to be part of this
revolution.”
He further added to his
statement, ” The State and

Central Government’s continuous
push to boost electric mobility
in the country has propelled us
to take this step. We are elated
to collaborate with Charge City
for setting up the EV charging
station at the shopping centre.
We look forward to partnering
with such initiatives for a more

centre.”
Manekdeep Singh Ratra, CoFounder, Charge City, said
“We are proud to associate with
Select CITYWALK for the
installation of electric vehicle
charging stations. The installation
of EV charging points at retail
locations is a necessity to drive

sustainable future. This is aligned
with our initiative to bring such
best practices into our ecosystem
and community as well. Now
customers can use the facility of
charging their EVs while they
have a good time at the shopping

electric vehicle adoption which
is gradually increasing in the
country. We believe that our
Charge City stations will provide
ease to retail customers who own
electric vehicles in Delhi NCR.
We also hope to create awareness

and boost confidence among those
looking to shift to the electric
mobility revolution.”
In the mall’s multi-level
underground parking facility,
Charge City has installed two
EV Charging Type -2 AC EV
Charging points of 22kW and
7.4kW capacities. The charging
stations installed by Charge City
are manufactured by EO Charging
UK, a major supplier to all the
leading global automotive brands.
Electric Vehicle owners in
the country can use the Charge
City smartphone app to access
the charging stations in the
Select CITYWALK multi-level
underground parking facility.
Furthermore, the app will also
provide EV owners access and
precise locations to charging
stations in other parts of the
National Capital Region.
Charge City is setting up its
charging stations in various parts
of the country. The Delhi-based
startup is currently working with
major shopping districts, malls,
hotel chains, residential societies,
and office buildings in Delhi NCR
to install electric vehicle charging
stations to future-proof them for
the imminent EV revolution.
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[STORE ARRIVALS]

2020 Established Ayurvedic Personal Care Ayouthveda
Launched its First Flagship Store in Delhi at PaciÀc Mall
Ayurvedic
Personal
Care
brand
Ayouthveda
launched
its first flagship store today at
Pacific Mall, NSP, Pitampura,
Delhi. Inaugurated by celebrity
and beauty icon Hina Khan,
Ayouthveda has in the recent times
emerged as one of India’s fastest
growing Ayurvedic personal care
brands specializing in formulating
world-class beauty and wellness
products.
A sub-venture of the prestigious
Aimil Pharmaceuticals, Ayouthveda
was instituted in 2020 during the
middle of the pandemic. Since its
inception, the Ayurvedic personal
care brand has witnessed an
upward growth trajectory even
amidst the turbulence. Targeting

to rake in sizable revenue of `100
crore in the upcoming three years,
the company has clocked annual
returns spanning `12 crore in FY2020-21.
With a vision to become the
undisputed leaders of the Indian
skincare and personal care
segment, Ayouthveda currently
offers an immaculate range
of products across four basic
categories: Face Care, Hair Care,
Bath and Body Care Intimate, and
Hygiene Care.
Abhishek Bansal, Executive
Director,
Pacific
Group
congratulated the brand on its
grand opening and said, “We
are glad that our newly opened
mall is welcoming young brands,

the location of mall is ideal for
tapping a wider demographic in
the capital city of Delhi. We hope

this flagship store brings massive
success to Ayouthveda.”

Language Store at Express Avenue Mall
Language, a leading homegrown
leather footwear and accessories
brand with international presence
for men and women are proud
to announce the opening of their
third store in Chennai. The new
store is located at Express Avenue
Mall which is one of the most
popular malls in the city.

Language has lived up to its
reputation as an exceptional
footwear and accessories brand
offering a full range of leather
products.
Language
ensures
that only the best goes into the
making of any of their products
by producing most of the raw
materials in-house. The store

stacks its shelves with its new
collections for men and women,
with styles like loafers, derbies,
boots, sneakers, handbags and
totes, etc.
The store will benefit its
shoppers with the introduction of
the new Language Black collection
which is the most premium
collection offered by the brand.

This new collection includes
premium
hand-painted
and
exotic leather products. Keeping
the present health situation in
mind, the vaccinated team of the
new store takes all the necessary
Covid safety measures to ensure
customers have complete peace
of mind while enjoying their
shopping experience.
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[MARKET WATCH]

GRANDTHUM: AN ULTIMATE RETAIL
DESTINATION FOR LUXURY AND UNIQUE
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
Spreading across over 23 acres (approx), the brand will present an interesting mix of leisure,
fine dining, entertainment and interactive spaces.
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

O

ne of the prominent and
most trusted brands in real
estate “Grandthum- by
Bhutani Group” brings
together the elements of retail,
entertainment, oﬃce spaces
and serviced apartments to
create an eco-system that oﬀers
inﬁnite possibilities. A mixed-use
development spreading over 23
acres (approx.) will present an
interesting mix of leisure, ﬁne dining,
entertainment and interactive
spaces.
As visioned by the makers
“Grandthum will ﬁt in naturally

into this boundless eco-system that
is our lives”. It’ll make the new-age
sanctuary of the contemporary
professionals, who don’t look at the
calendar or wait for the weekend,
before stepping out, the wonderland
of the young who yearn for an
adrenaline rush, and the go-to-pace
for those who want everything under
one roof, “Life Lives Here”.
Situated in Greater Noida West,
one of the fastest growing cities,
which enjoys robust connectivity via
Noida-Greater Noida Expressway
and Yamuna Expressway.
Grandthum ﬁlls the demand of the

progressive lifestyle that the city
demands. Taking this into account,
Greater Noida West is one of the
most suitable locations for retail and
oﬃce space investment as it lies in
proximity to the major thoroughfares
of NCR. Within close proximity to
the upcoming Jewar International
Airport and proposed metro
station, the area oﬀers a multitude
of residential properties through
which we anticipated the need for a
luxurious retail space.
Hence, Grandthum brings the
nuances of luxurious serenity in
a way new found to match the

exquisite fashion capitals of the
world. Grandthum, oﬀers just the
right kind of tasteful and sublime
ambience to inhabit renowned
International & Indian luxury
brands.
If you are intending to shop from
plethora of clothing brands, eat
at luxurious cafés or restaurants
and watch movies as the day
ends, Grandthum is the one stop
destination for everything. At a
single destination, one can ﬁnd
the best of the mainstay shopping
destinations without having to
scramble at diﬀerent spots in the city.
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[RETAIL MARKETING]

NEW MARKETING STRATEGIES,
CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT WITH THE
DIGITAL DEVICES ON THE RISE
The session ‘Retail Business Development Town Hall: Retailers Viewpoint on ‘Phygital’
Shopping Spaces’, at Phygital Retail Convention 2021, brought developers who create iconic
experiences, and leading retailers who are redefining the digital experience together on one
collaborative discussion platform, where a hotbox of ideas that have malls embracing phygital
retail to add value to the customer’s journey were discussed.
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

T

he session ‘Retail Business
Development Town Hall:
Retailers Viewpoint on
‘Phygital’ Shopping Spaces’,
at Phygital Retail Convention,
(November 10-11) at Hotel
Renaissance brought developers
who create iconic experiences, and
leading retailers who are redeﬁning
the digital experience together
on one collaborative discussion
platform, where a hotbox of ideas
that have malls embracing Phygital
retail to add value to the customer’s
journey were discussed.
The talking points of the
discussion were:
New marketing strategies

Enhance Omnichannel
experience for customers
Incorporating distribution into
shopping centres
Accelerating developer–online
retailer collaboration: both need
each other
Mall environments that engage
digital Millennials
Drive customers back to the
malls, when engagement with
digital devices is on the rise
The retailers panel included:
Anil Sharma, COO - Retail,
Ferns N Petals
Rahul Seth, Co-Founder, Burger
Singh
N P Singh, Director – BD,

Samsonite South Asia.
Lokesh Chopra, Head of Sales
and Business Development,
Alcis Sports Pvt. Ltd
Priyaranjan Manay, Head of
Marketing, Pepe Jeans India
Manish Vig, Retail Head, VIP
Industries Ltd
Preeti Chopra, National Head
BD –Retail, Raymond Apparel
Ltd.
Kanika Malkotia, AVP – BD,
PVR
Nikhil Tiku, Senior General
Manager- Real Estate & Business
Development, Reliance Brands
Manik Dhodi, Director Real
Estate, Adidas Group India
Arun Sharma, Operations Head

Retail, Spykar
Sudeep Nagar, COO, BlueStone
Shadab Khan, Head BD, Being
Human Clothing
Abhishek Raj, COO, Lacoste
India
Sahil Kansal, Head Property,
Inﬁniti Retail (Croma)
Shirish Handa, Chief Growth &
Product Design Oﬃcer, Inox
Ranjeet Thakur, Director
Business Development, Chaayos
Indranil Banerjee, National BD
Head, Wow! Momo
Sumit S Suneja, Head - Business
Development & Franchise,
Bestseller
Veena Premjani, GM Business
Development & Operations, Lofa
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[COVER STORY]

SHOPPING CENTRES RIDE ON THE
SUCCESS OF FESTIVAL SEASON
TO END 2021 ON A HIGH NOTE
Despite losing revenue worth of crores, during the regional lockdowns
triggered by the second wave, shopping centres pan India reported a quick
recovery and growth in the third quarter of the year. Most malls reported
100 per cent recovery and the rest are on verge to do the same.
By Sandeep Kumar

F

or a long time, much has
been talked about shopping
centres being the ‘experiential’
shopping spaces. 2021
deﬁnitely turns out to be the year
where these spaces evolved with
phygital concepts as well. As the
entire year, was totally under the
inﬂuence of the pandemic, yet
shopping malls pan India breathed a
sigh of relief, as there was no situation
of complete lockdown similar to that
in 2020. Maharashtra was the only
state which was under lockdown or
complete shutdown for a few months,
but malls including the multiplexes
eventually opened up before the

festival season and did good business
overall.
Phygital and Digital innovation
were the key elements that were in
demand for all the shopping centres.
Every mall took decisive steps in
raising their digital and innovations
bar. Mall developers also embraced
feedback more and more from the
retailers on how the current shopping
centres need to embrace the phygital
element, as well as their inputs for all
future shopping centre developments.
All in all, the year was fruitful for
the mall developers, but the arrival
of the new COVID variant is another
obstacle that the industry is looking

forward to countering. Shopping
malls are not in position to let down
their guard and aﬀord another
lockdown situation, therefore the
safety parameters and SOPs are
going to stay and they will be further
updated in the coming year.
“We have not lost the sight of safety
and hygiene post pandemic and we
continue to adhere and add more
safety measures for our customers
and retailers, ensuring all staﬀ from
facilities to security are double
vaccinated and abide by all the rules
and regulations that were in practice
during pandemic,” says Prasad Rane,
CMO, PPZ.

“While there is a threat of the
third wave with the new variant of
the virus surfacing in India, sales
haven’t been impacted so far and
the trend is growing at par with 2019
sales levels. However, we have been
at the forefront of ensuring a safe
experience to our customers and
have been constantly communicating
COVID appropriate behaviour
protocols to our internal as well as
external audiences while ensuring
that is stringently followed at all
touch points as mandated by the
authorities,” says Sachin Dhanawade,
COO, Growel’s 1O1 Mall.
“As per government guidelines,
Inﬁniti Malls are allowing only fully
vaccinated people inside the mall.
We have made sure all governmentrecommended SOPs and guidelines
are in place. Timely sanitization of the
mall, temperature checks, and social
distancing norms are followed,” says
Mukesh Kumar, CEO, Inﬁniti Malls.
“We have strict SOPs and a skilled
maintenance team on ground to
deliver customers a safe shopping
experience. All the staﬀers from
Paciﬁc have been fully vaccinated
and undergo daily temperature
checks upon entry to the mall.
Wearing a mask within the premises
is mandatory. Contactless sanitizers
are installed at common areas,
disinfection at regular intervals
of common spaces, controlled
customer entry at mall and each
store, immersive disinfection of air
conditioning and fresh air system,
encouragement of social distancing
practices, are some of the preventive
steps taken by us,” says Abhishek
Bansal, ED, Paciﬁc Group.
“Customers know that the mall
is the safest place for a shopping
spree. It’s always better to shop at
the mall where there is a controlled
environment. We also do have Porter
and Pickup services which can be
used by the customers wherein they
can shop from the comfort of their
homes,” says Sanjeev Mehra, VP,
Quest Mall.
In this year-end coverage, we take
a look at some of the key initiatives,
innovations and achievements of the
shopping centres, which turned out
to be successful and fruitful for the
respective brand.
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[WHAT’S HOT]

LULU MALL THIRUVANANTHAPURAM:
KERALA’S BIGGEST SHOPPING MALL
INAUGURATED
With a built-up space of 2 million sq. ft, the mall is spread across ground plus two
storeys. The mall has over 300 national and international brands, including the
LuLu Hypermarket spread across 2 lakh sq. ft. Funtura, at 80,000 sq ft is the largest
indoor entertainment zone in the country.
By Shopping Centre News Bureau
alone, Lulu Group has been able
to provide more than 10,000 job
opportunities, natives included.
At the inaugural ceremony, the
mall was awarded the Indian Green
Building Council’s Gold Certiﬁcate for
environment-friendly construction.

The Mall
At an investment of 2000 crores,
Lulu Mall- Thiruvananthapuram,
is located at Akkulam, on NH
66 bypass, in close proximity to

car park with direct connectivity
to all ﬂoors of the mall and an
intelligent parking guidance system
that suit all types of car parks,
customer convenience has been
prioritized at the mall.
The 12-screen PVR superplex will
be launched next year. It includes
P[XL] and 4 DX screens, premium
LUXE auditoriums, apart from
mainstream and one auditorium
dedicated to children, the Playhouse.
Spectacular ﬂagship store designs,
combined with an abundant
oﬀering of food and entertainment,
the mall will be a true
destination mall for the people of
Thiruvananthapuram and beyond.
Lulu Mall Thiruvananthapuram
will have a key role to play in the
Tourism sector of Kerala, just like
its counterpart in Kochi. The mall
opened for public on 17th December.

KEY BRANDS
Some of the key brands at Lulu Mall, Thiruvanthapuram include:
Lulu Hypermarket Lulu Fashion Store Lulu Connect
Lulu Celebrate Starbucks Shoppers Stop MAX Westside
Pantaloons Cold Stone Creamery KFC Calicut Paragon
McDonald’s Pizza Hut House of Toys Rado Tissot
Swiss Time House World of Titan Body Shop Nykaa Luxe
Forest Essentials Go Sport Puma Skechers Adidas

T

he most awaited Lulu Mall
Thiruvananthapuram was
inaugurated by Kerala
Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan on December 16th, 2021.
UAE-based LuLu group opened its
fourth shopping mall in India and is
aiming to open more property in the
coming six months, as the company
remains bullish on long-term
growth of retail business.
Leader of Opposition - V D
Satheeshan chaired the function.
Food and Civil Supplies Minister
G R Anil, Shashi Tharoor M P, Jose
K Mani M P, P K Kunhalikutty,
BJP State President K Surendran,
Actor Mammooty, former Chief
Minister Oommen Chandy, Ramesh
Chennithala, Kadakampally

Surendran and other dignitaries
attended the function. UAE Foreign
Trade Minister Dr. Thani Ahmed
Al Zeyoudi was the Chief guest at
the function, along with special
invitee Dr. Ahmed Abdul Rahman
Albanna, UAE Ambassador to
India.
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan
lauded LuLu Group Chairman
M.A.Yusuﬀ Ali for his eﬀorts to
promote industrial growth in
Kerala. In his inaugural address,
Lulu Group CMD expressed his
happiness over launching another
dream for his state. He commented
that Kerala is an investment friendly
state and thanked the Government
for the support extended. He also
added that through this project

Technopark. With a built-up space
of 2 million sq. ft, the mall is spread
across ground plus two storeys.
The mall has over 300 national and
international brands, including the
LuLu Hypermarket spread across 2
lakh sq. ft. Funtura, at 80,000 sq ft
is the largest indoor entertainment
zone in the country. Its biggest
attractions include a nearly 1000 ft
long roll glider which circulates the
food court; wall climbing for adults
and kids; 6 lane bowling alleys;
6000 sq ft trampoline; Tag Arena;
7D theatre with interactive games;
roller coaster; arcade games with VR
zone; carousel and much more.
The mall also features a
2500-seater food court, as well as
several restaurants and cafes, that
serve various regional, international
and specialty cuisines. With ample
parking for over 3800 vehicles,
supported by 8 ﬂoors of multi-level

Going Forward
The UAE-based conglomerate
— has operations spread over
22 countries. Under the dynamic
leadership of M. A. Yusuﬀ Ali –
Chairman and Managing Director,
the Group has successfully evolved
through the supermarket and
hypermarket transition to high
proﬁle shopping malls.
Lucknow mall will be located
within Sushant Golf City with a total
development of 1,85,800 sq. m. The
mall will house over 300 national
and international brands and
will feature a 6,000 sq. m. Family
Entertainment Centre as well as
a 1,600 seater food court, with a
wide range of dining options. The
parking facility includes a highly
sophisticated traﬃc management
system and a multi-level car park,
which is directly connected to the
shopping center on all ﬂoors.
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[RETAIL STRATEGY]

M2K: CREATING NEW

HALLMARKS OF DISTINCTION

M2K has already enriched the landscape of the National
Capital Region, with properties in Gurgaon, Rohini and
Pitampura, with some of the best multiplexes and most
outstanding housing projects. With such an impressive
portfolio of achievements, the brand is perfectly
positioned to create new hallmarks of distinction.
By Shopping Centre News Bureau

T

he M2K Group is a leading
business organisation with
signiﬁcant presence across
diverse industries like real
estate, multiplexes, biotechnology,
infrastructure, and defense &
aviation. M2K has already enriched
the landscape of the National Capital
Region, with properties in Gurgaon,
Rohini and Pitampura, with some
of the best multiplexes and most
outstanding housing projects. With
such an impressive portfolio of
achievements, the brand is perfectly
positioned to create new hallmarks
of distinction.
M2K came up with the 1st mall cum multiplex project in Rohini, Delhi in
2003 followed by another mall cum multiplex in Pitampura, Delhi in 2005. Both
properties are in fully developed areas and have become landmarks as on date.
In 2018, M2K Corporate Park cum shopping plaza got operational in Sector 51,
Gurugram. It’s a fully operational retail & oﬃce building of 2.75 lac Sq. Ft. Ground,
1st and 2nd ﬂoor are dedicated for retail and 3rd to 4th ﬂoors are for oﬃces. The
building is in the heart of the city, amid aﬄuent neighbourhoods and has ample car
parking spread over 2 basements.
Keeping in view of the recent high demand of commercial SCO developments,
M2K has also launched 2 new SCO projects, with ﬁrst being ‘Oyster Arcade’ located in
sector 102, Gurugram on the Dwarka Expressway.
“We have got an encouraging and strong response from the buyers. We also
launched the M2K Galleria SCO plotting project in Sector 5, Dharuhera. It was also
very well received and almost the full project was sold out within a month of the
launch,” says Dr. Vishesh Rawat, VP – Sales & Marketing, M2K Group.

The Brand Value
M2K Rohini and M2K Pitampura are cinema centric properties oﬀering excellent
cinema experience to the viewers from the last one and half decades. Apart from the
multiplexes, the mall also houses key brands like McDonalds, Subway, Burger King. It
also has various games zones, providing a wholesome experience to customers.
M2K Corporate Park is positioned as a neighbourhood mall cum oﬃce, located in
the fully inhabited center of Gurugram. The infrastructure houses corporates like IPL
Biologicals, DEPL and M2K Corporate oﬃce.
Other premium brands in the mall include Imperfecto Partio, Extra Marche
Grocery store, Al Gloria Saloon, Burger Point, Varidhi Clinic, Miras Care Clinic, BBQ
Times and Axis Bank. With new brands in the pipeline, the brand is in process to add
more F&B brands, co-working players and grocery stores in all three properties.

“A few brands in the supermarket category and F&B have
conﬁrmed leasing spaces in our malls post lockdown,” added Dr.
Rawat.

Phygital is the New Buzz
M2K, founded on a vision which seeks to usher in a better
tomorrow by providing people with improved lifestyles and
living standards. Over the years, the brand has built a rock solid
foundation in the ﬁeld of real estate and multiplexes, and despite
this during the pandemic period, it aims to continue the same.
“Pandemic is temporary but human resilience and will to live
and socialize is permanent. We as a society shall surely overcome.
In fact, the industry has already bounced back strongly and will
continue to grow steadily. Phygital is the new word in vogue. It’s
the reality and only way forward as it integrates technology,” says
Dr. Rawat.

Vision 2022
Emphasizing on the goals, vision and expectation from the new
year (2022), Dr. Rawat says, “We have high hopes from the year
2022. We shall continue focussing on SCO developments and are
already planning to come with one more SCO projects in sector
102 Gurugram and one in Dharuhera.”
“Building agility and resilience is the key to face uncertainty in
diﬃcult times. We must strive to be ﬁt for growth by aligning costs
with priorities and strategy, investing in diﬀerentiated capabilities,
and using traditional and digital levers to execute. Rather than
setting on a single ﬁxed course, we must continually engage
in scenario planning, constructing and evaluating an array of
options that oﬀer a broader view of the landscape and possibilities
for success. We will be focusing more on community activities,
experiences, entertainment and food,” he added further.

[VIEW POINT]
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towards bringing more people to
malls. The lockdown period was
also successfully used to work on
safety and hygiene measures to be
undertaken taken post the opening.

Expansion Mode On

MALLS REOPEN THEIR
DOORS WITH BUSINESS
IN FULL SWING

One could easily be excused for
assuming that the pandemic would
bring the end of on ground shopping
and oﬄine retail. However, on the
contrary a lot more brands have not
only reopened stores but have also
launched new stores across malls
and shopping centres in India. This
comprises of a mix of international,
national and local brands.
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to reconnect and socialise with their
extended families, friends, oﬃce
colleagues and so forth.
Today, shopping malls are
considered a major recreational
place by many while in the past
most people used to visit them
for just necessity. Malls are the
preferred option for a place to
reconnect as it provides shopping,
movies, entertainment and even
dining under one-roof.
F&B oﬀerings such as food courts
and restaurants continue to be a
big pull to malls. One of the most
eﬃcient ways of boosting foot traﬃc
and to ﬁll empty space is to combine

The elongated down time has affected all
segments of business and malls were no different.
However, recently the shopping activity across
categories such as jewelry, footwear and apparels
have witnessed a jump. As the shopping season
continues, the fashion and beauty segments have
started to pick-up sales momentum.
By Sachin Dhanawade, Chief Operating Officer (COO) Retail
& Real Estate, Grauer & Weil (India) Limited

A

s malls and several retail
stores across Mumbai
which were shut due to the
pandemic have now got
back onto their feet and resumed
business in full swing. This also
boosted the shopping activity
in malls with them witnessing a
massive jump in revenue which is
almost back to pre-pandemic levels.
A major contributor to this has been
the festive season.
The elongated down time has
aﬀected all segments of business
and malls were no diﬀerent.
However, recently the shopping
activity across categories such as
jewelry, footwear and apparels have
witnessed a jump. As the shopping
season continues, the fashion and
beauty segments have started to
pick-up sales momentum.

Another segment that has
witnessed a jump in momentum is
the electronics department. With
work from home still followed by a
majority of companies, malls have
seen an upsurge in electronics items
such as laptops, printers, phones
and other electronic devices. Apart
from this, since people now spend
an extended amount of time within
their homes there has been a keen
interest in refurbishing of home
appliances and furniture.
With footfalls in malls standing
at almost 70% to that of preCOVID levels, the malls and retail
stores have made the best use of
the lockdown time work on their
marketing strategies and also
have renewed and refurbished
their loyalty programs. All this
has only further contributed

As footfalls is once again on the
rise, it has given retail stores owners
and malls new incentive to continue
their expansion plans. Several
brands have launches new retail
stores and malls have also started to
resume their expansion plans across
the country.
Retailers such as Reliance Retail,
Tatas and Aditya Birla Group
continued expansion in the midst
of the pandemic and are now
accelerating their pace of expansion
along with ours joining in.

A Place For Leisure And
Gatherings
A chunk of the revival credit goes
to the spirit of Mumbai and its dear
citizens. One of the biggest reasons
why people thronged to malls post
the Unlock stage was the sheer need
for outdoor leisure that the world
was deprived of. The extended
lockdowns had left people longing

retail therapy with food and
beverages. Aside from swanky food
courts, many high-end malls feature
a wide array of cafes, fast food joints
as well as ﬁne dining restaurants.

Road To Recovery
With the pandemic situation it was
observed that only Serious Shoppers
were visiting malls for planned
purchases, which in turn contributed
to higher conversion rates. This also
meant that experiential aspects of
the shopping journey will become
very important. Success lies in how
one extends that oﬄine experience
to connect with consumers through
digital mediums. Brands that have
got the pulse of the catchment and
can relate to the audience are faring
better.
Adopting dynamism in the way
the brand functions will decide who
is here to stay and the rigid ones will
eventually be churned out
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[SNAPSHOTS]

Special Events in Malls
Shopping Centre News brings you a detailed look at some of the most engaging mall
activities across the country

PACIFIC MALL D21 HOSTS - ‘RIDE FOR RETAIL21’ IN ASSOCIATION WITH RISING RIDERS CYCLING CLUB
Paciﬁc Mall Dwarka 21 organised
a cycle rally- ‘Ride for Retail’ on the
occasion of Retail Employees Day
to celebrate the relentless spirit of
retailers during these pandemic
years. The event was powered by
Paciﬁc Malls in association with
IMAGES Group, Silver Arrows
Mercedes Benz, Akash Hospitals,
RED FM, Wow! Momo and Funky
Island. Café Chennai was the
breakfast partner.
Multiple cyclist groups from
Dwarka
were
invited
and
enthusiastically participated in the
event. The ﬂag oﬀ was done by
High spender as Special Guest early
morning around 6:00 am. Volunteers
were seen wearing branded T-shirts
with customisation for Ride for
Retail. Paciﬁc Mall hosted this
similar event back on 15th August
2021, and it is back again on popular
demand as people have increasingly
become conscious about their
lifestyle decisions.
Abhishek
Bansal,
Executive
Director, Paciﬁc Group said about

this event, “We are glad to be putting
up such events for the community of
Dwarka and the invites were shared
around the capital city. It gives us
great encouragement that we were
able to host a successful show in
presence of such a great turnaround.
This day was chosen to celebrate
and be thankful to the support lend
to us by our retail partners, and for
our continuing strong relationship in

years to come.”
“Riding for Retail-21 celebrated
world employee day on 12 Dec 2021,
we had a ride which consisted of
250 participants, the event was
a grand success and this was the
second edition for ride for retail. The
event was a ride of 20 kilometers
in Dwarka, with all the safety
measures. Alongside, there were 2
ambulances, safety cars which were

on the way with the riders, to keep
a watch on the whole ride. Over 50
retailers participated in the event,
apart from the cyclist, and they were
facilitated with medals, certiﬁcates
and jerseys,” said Shriram PM
Monga, Co-founder, Rising Riders
Cycling Club.
Ripu Dhaman who is credited
to bring the concept of Plogging
in India was the VIP at the event.
Popularly known as ‘Plogman of
India’, Dhaman was also part of the
Fit India Movement.
“It is a commendable eﬀort
that business organizations like
Paciﬁc are coming forward with
such thoughtful initiatives for the
betterment of community and I am
happy to be a part of this campaign,”
says Dhaman.
Rising Riders is a strong
community of professionals and
have involved in the cause of building
a ﬁtness community.
Multiple
calender cyclothons are planned for
the forthcoming year in order to keep
the community engagement high.
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